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Realfiction teams up with HC Andersen Capital for 
increased investor exposure
Realfiction Holding AB (“Realfiction” or “the Company”) announces that it has signed an agreement 
with HC Andersen Capital to increase awareness among investors in the Nordic region. A first 
digital live company introduction event is planned for January 8, 2024, and this event is already 
open for registration.

Another digital event will follow later in Q1 2024, focusing on Realfiction’s presence during the CES 
2024 week in Las Vegas, USA in January. At CES, the Company will present its groundbreaking 
Directional Pixel Technology™, which enables glasses-free 3D displays for up to 5 persons (10 views) 
at the same time with 4K resolution, to potential commercial partners in various relevant industries.

“Our presence during the CES 2024 week in Las Vegas in January will kickstart 2024 for us, as this is 
the number one place in the world for presenting consumer electronics related innovations such as 
our Directional Pixel Technology to potential commercial partners and related industry leaders. As we 
expect a lot from CES and 2024 in general, the timing is great to broaden our investor outreach 
through this agreement with HC Andersen Capital,” says Realfiction’s CEO and co-founder Clas 
Dyrholm.

To register for the digital company introduction event on January 8, 2024, please follow .this link

For more information about Realfiction Holding AB, please contact:
Clas Dyrholm, founder and CEO 
Telephone: +45 25 22 32 81 
Email:    clas@realfiction.com

  www.realfiction.com

Certified Adviser
Mangold Fondkommission AB is the company's Certified Adviser and can be contacted via 
ca@mangold.se or +46 8 503 015 50.

About Realfiction Holding AB
Founded in Denmark in 2008, Realfiction is a provider of cutting-edge 3D display technologies 
designed for tomorrow’s needs, featuring technological breakthroughs with its Directional Pixel 
Technology for LCD, OLED and microLED. These technologies support a wide range of use cases, 
including enhancing driving safety, medical imaging, immersive gaming and entertainment, digital 
signage, as well as applications in architecture, engineering, and design. The Company offers a 
comprehensive intellectual property portfolio tailored for OEMs and Tier-1 partners involved in 
developing and marketing displays for markets and industries requiring high-resolution 
multistereoscopic displays. All technologies are ready for licensing, and Realfiction is actively 
pursuing commercial licensing agreements and partnerships to pave the way to mass production. 
Realfiction's patent portfolio comprises 15 patent families with applications filed in multiple 
countries. Realfiction Holding AB’s shares are publicly traded on Nasdaq Stockholm First North under 
the symbol “REALFI”, with the share’s ISIN code being SE0009920994.
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About HC Andersen Capital
HC Andersen Capital is a Nordic service provider of IR activities, primarily for listed companies. The 
company’s mission is to connect companies and investors through activities such as digital investor 
events and commissioned research products.
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